ZÉLL-V Platinum Cellular Therapy & Anti-Ageing

ZÉLL-V Platinum Plus Sheep Placenta 30 softgels

Anti-Ageing Cellular Therapy Supplement

Rating: Not Rated Yet
Price
USD539.33
USD539.33

Ask a question about this product
ManufacturerZÉLL-V

Description
Description:
Zell-V Platinum (HALAL certified) starts with the selection of fresh placenta from animal bred (Sheep Placenta Capsules) specifically for this purpose.
Numerous years of experience have shown that sheep are the best donor animals because they are vital, hardy animals with strong immune systems and natural disease resistance. In
addition, sheep proteins are particularly compatible with the human body and trigger no immune reactions.
Zell-V Platinum products are all extracted fresh, with the big molecular fat, protein, hormones and blood removed.
They are further filtered to remove damaged weak cells and then cultivated by Cell Culture with the end results of active cells separated and purified. They are thus very pure and do not contain
any other unnecessary ingredients.
Taken once a day preferably in the morning, empty stomach, Zell-V Platinum offers enormous benefits in COMBATING the AGING process with the aim to regain consumers' beauty, health,
vitality and physical energy.
Zell-V Platinum will effectively stimulate and rejuvenate the cells of the specific organ systems concerned with obesity, arthritis, chronic fatigue, asthma, degenerative brain disease,
osteoporosis, circulatory disturbances, sexual dysfunction, male impotence, diabetes mellitus, hormonal disturbances, skin eruptions, and many other metabolic ailments in the long run.
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Zell-V Platinum capsules are fully researched, developed and manufactured in New Zealand. The method employed in these capsules produces sheep cells which remain biologically active(a
proven technique for gently conserving biological substances), without damaging the effectively of the valuable big bio-active matter.
Zell-V Platinum are deemed the most perfected anti ageing and cell activating oral supplement through more than 15 years of research and development.

Benefits after 2 Months of consumption:

Increased energy level.
Smoother skin.
Increased alertness level and mental functions.
Improved sleep patterns.
Benefits after 3 Months of consumption:

Increased flexibility in joints and discs.
Stabilised weight to a normal level.
Improved skin elasticity and thickness.
Better glow in the skin.
Use:
1 capsule a day for minimum of 3 months to see optimum results.

Reviews
There are yet no reviews for this product.
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